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1CHAPTER I
'ORGAiUZATION OF THE UNIT
rurpoae .»- 'enlor-hlsh-achool English courses have long
been taught by the traditional method of dally assignments*
Some teachers feel that there 1s no other method by which
pupils may gain the required knowledge of the subject. The
writer became dissatisfied with these traditional Instructual
procedures and felt that teaching of English should meet the
/
changing conditions of the times* Broader alma and Ideals In
the rising generations require less specialized literary
preparation* An Increasingly greater number of pupils to be
taught necessitated a more progressive organlzaticn of courses*
In order to meet these demands and In trying to Improve the
quality of her own teaching, the writer has tried to apply
I some of the basic principles and teaching procedures advo-
1/
cated In Fundamentals of Second arv-»3ohool Teaohln;. and the
course In the Unit Method at Boston University, under the
direction of Professor ^oy 0* Blllett, to the unit organize-
I
,
tlon of the topic Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare*
Prevailin' conditions .—The unit was planned for a class
of twenty-eight students In a college course In the eleventh
grade*
j/ -.oy 0. Blllett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaohln -*
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 19^ » xvi - o7i P*
il
A

The chronolot^lcal ages of the students ranged from exactly
sixteen years to seventeen years and one month* The range of
their Intelligence quotients, based on the Otis Self-Adminis-
tering Test, Form C, was from 106 to 132, ,wlth a median of 115*
,
[
The parents are of moderate circus”stances with the major-
ity of foreign descent* However, all but two parents were
born In the United States* iinglish was the language spoken In
all but two families* In these two families Italian and
Polish was frequently spoken* Swedish and Italian were the
majority of the parents of foreign extraction*
Parents* occupations*— An interesting variety of occupa-
ti
'tlons was noted among the parents* Six pa ents were teachers;
ten were business men; two were engineers; two were business
executives; one was a minister; another, a dentist; a firemen;
a welder; a manager of employee relations; and another, a
credit manager*
Students* occupations*—Only four students were regularly
employed on Saturdays and after school for an hour or two*
£very girl had done some occasional baby sitting*
The room In which the unit was taup^ht*— As shown In the
floor plan In Figure 1 page 5 the classroom equipment consisted
of forty-two desks and chairs arranged In the usual order of
traditional, stationary classroom furniture* A very small
bookcase three feet by four nnd one half feet and a closet
were In the rear of the room, together with lookers equipped
with sliding overhead doors for homeroom-pupils clotPlng*

A bulletin board two and one half feet hl^b and three and one
half feet wide near the exit on the rear went side of the room.
In *:he front of the room a sliding door between this classroom
and an adjoining one. This partition was made of small panels
on which were seven small blackboards two feet wide by three
feet hli^h. The teacher’s desk and a small table with two
chairs completed the furniture.
^
^reparation of the classroom for the unit jiet lod of
teacVilp.^. »» Beacuse the desks and chairs ware stationary, It
was Impossl le to change that part of the traditional claas>
room, however, another table of the same slae and height, as
the one In the room, and four more chairs were sec ired. These
I
tables were placed end to end and with the additional chairs
becane the conference table. n one end was a large diction-
ary together with the reference books pertaining tothe unit.
Large sheets of bright green construction paper were
secured from the Art Department. These were fastened firmly
with Scotch tape to the blackboard panels In thf front of the
room. In this fashion the blackboards became bulletin boards.
Pictures from the school library, background materials of
liome, of Shakespeare, and of the Elizabethan period found by
the students in the progress of the study were posted here
with Scotch tape on this bright and newly-improvised bulletin
^
board •
On the rear, smaller bulletin board was posted the
teacher’s collection of clippings from newspapers and
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4ma£:azlnes of Shp-keepeare’e Hamlet and ’^'enrv V. recently shown
in the aovlo theatre. In addition to this were pictures,
clippings, and programs of Julius Caesar riven on the stage by
students from a nelc^hbcrlng high school in 1945* A great deal
of Interest in this collection was manifested by the students.
Several of the books, suggested for reading In the optional
related activities v/ere placed on the window sill and pupils
were encov raged to read them. Folders of pictures from the
CO muni ty library were added by students. ne especially
beautiful and valuable collection of Elizabethan England was
studied and described by a student.
The Visual Aid Department cooperated most efficiently In
setting up Its vlctrola and having all In readiness for opera-
j
tlon at the appointed time whenever the records were to be
used. This same department was most capable in the expert
1/
operation of the twenty-minute film of Brutus' and Mark
Antony's speeches. This film was shown In the audio-visual
;
aid room diagonally across the corridor from the classroom.
A file box containing cards on w Ich were written the
2/
optional related activities was kept on the teacher s desk.
Students, were enco raged to use these freely and to select
one or more after consulting the teacher as to the choice, or
to 3u gest one of his own choosing.
1/ Eastern Films, Julius Caesar . Eastern Picture Co.,
Davenport, Iowa, /2103 - 20 minutes
£/ Chapter II, p 27

—1
5
Figure 1. Original Floor Plan of the Classroom

Figure 2. Improved Floor Plan of the Classroom

The unit was taught durln^s the regular xi.nsllBh period
for five weeks, four tiaos a week, each class period lasting
fifty minutes. During this teaching-learning cycle a log
was kept by the teacher. Notes were added to the study and
activity guides, as well as additions by the students to the
card-indexed optional related activities. Students* comments,
auggeotlons, successes, and failures were noted to bo used
later for revlaino the unit assignment for more effective
teachin,:^ in future classes.
Ihc ttfst.— Teat items pertinent to the itomo of the
delimitation wore selected when the unit was planned and
wore distributed throughout the five parts which constituted
the test.
At the beginning of the unit, after the pupils had
read t[ie ploy by tboaselves, mimeographed copies of the test
wore Iven to the pupils. IVie students were assured that the
results from this test would not be included in tho final
average for tViO unit, but at the same time encouraged to do
their best. A single period of fifty minutes was used to
administer this test. The same test was iven again at the
completion of the unit to measure the progress made during tho
five weeks study of the play. The score obtained on this
final test was included in the grade for the entire unit.
i3eoause the head of the depaitaient expects a yery academic
study of the play to be made, such a test was prepared, fol-
lowing the pre-test, mimeographed copies of the general study

and activity guide were distributed to the students, and
instructions relative to their use were given.
j
|j
In the log kept during the presentation of the unit,
the comments made by pupils while working on the experiment,
I
comments made by faculty members, as well as additions to |i
the card-indexed optional related activities and any
|
I
ambiguity in the study and activity guides were recorded to
I
be valuable for changes for future classes. i

CHAPTiiR II
JULIUS CA/CSArL BY WILLIA.M SHAKESPEAR3
Senerol at.at^—nt of the Wllllani Ihakeapearo,
#
5lft63 wlt*i a rare a'ld woni5erful ablJLity to uaderatand huraaa
•Vt> //'i^ W".-.
nature, wrotw fi- than thrbo hundred years a;o which
was never more alive than it is today* Julius Caeaar was a
selfish dictator nillnj over a degenerate, fickle citi/.enry,
a citizenry ready to support the hero^ of the rfioiaent and be
awayed by gohemln;; politicians, who, envious of ’ils power,
plotted against him*
Ci8!ll7titatiQn of the Malt*—
1. Lven In our twentieth o^ntury when movies, radio,
and other forms of on' ertainment are very popular,
Shakespeare’s plays are revived to olve pleasure
^
and amuse...eht* They still stir the imaj^lnation
of an audience as they did more than f ree hundred
years ajo.
2* Kany of the charooterlstlcs of human behavior in
this play are the ' thou^shts and feelings of us all*
3* Shakespeare dranatlzea a chapter in Roman history
4. He treats historical facts with freedom, such as
I
combinlns the feast of the Lupercal with Caesar’s
triumph*
I
5* Brutus can be seen as an idealist thrown into the
I\
1
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assassination of his beloved friend Caesar.
Today mob leaders practice the same devices used by
Mark Antony.
Julius Caesar is a selfish dictator in the play, as
Mussolini and Hitler have been in our geaeration,
and Huey Long in our country.
Shrewd politicians, envious of Caesar's power
swayed the populace against him.
The people were ready to support whoever was the
hero of the moment.
Degeneracy and fickleness prevailed among the
%
citizenry
.
Conspirators fearful of Caesar's rise to power
plotted against him.
The superstitions, such as the belief in ghosts and
soothsayers, influenced the behavior of the mob and
of individuals.
The customs of the times, such as setting up the
statues of heroes of triumphs, help us to grasp the
spirit of the age.
The discovery of outstanding personalities, such as
Antony leaves a lasting impression.
In London, in Elizabethan days, all classes entered
with enthusiasm into the life of the theatre.
William Shakespeare was born into this time and
place, a perfect combination for the greatest
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playwright of all time.
16. Shakespeare’s moving and impressive poetry gives
us many excellent examples of his philosophy.
Probable Indirect and Incidental Leamlni^ Products
1. The ability to think out a problem Individually.
2. The attitude of working well with others.
3. The Increased skill In the use of the school and
community libraries.
4. An appreciation of the freshness and timeliness of
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar .
5. An appreciation of the necessity of keeping our
democratic form of government.
6. An appreciation of the great value of education of
the people to be able to play an Intelligent part In
%
the responsibility of one's country.
7. A better unders tending of the character of man.
Bibliography for Teachers
1. buchan, John, iullus Caesar . D. Appleton, i^ew York,
1932, 157 pp.
A reinterpretation of the life of Caesar. The
author Interprets Caesar as on Interesting man, not
a deml-gcd. It contains Caesar's career as a whole.
2. bowden, iixlward, Sha lespeare . His Kind ond ::ig Art,
New York: Harper and Company, I91S.
An attempt to connect the study of Shakespeare's
works with an Inquiry of his personality. It Is
also an observation of the growth of his Intellect
and his character.

I\\
m
3. Ford, ^>uy Stanton, Dictatorship In the Modem World.
University of Minnesota, 1939-
Partial contents: The Pattern of Dictatorship, Max
Lerner; i.ussollnl’s Reslme, H. R, Spencer; Orlslna
of Dictatorship In Germany, H. T. Deutsch; Soviet
• Union, J. N. Hazard; Dictatorship In the Far h)ast,
H'. S. fiolgley; Dictatorship In Latin /\merica';
J. F. Ripley*
4* Granvllle-oarker, Harley, Prefaces to Shckeapeare .
Volume 2, Princeton, New Jersey; Princeton University
Press, 1947* PP» 350-410.
5 . Kellett, £. L*, Storv of Dictatorship, New York: E.:
.
Dutton, 1937
•
An account of the history of certain outstanding
dictators from the time of the 'ebrew Ablmelech to
the four moderns: Lenin, . ssollnl, Hitler, Dolfuss*
The Jreek and Sicilian tyrants, the Medlcis, Borgias,
Napoleon, and the South American dictators are Inclu-
ded, and the similarity of the methods and result of
their rise to power is pointed out.
6. ratthews, Brander, Shakespeare as a Plavwrl. ;ht . .ew
York: Scribners, 1913*
This is a study of his stage craft. It contains
Interesting chapters on Shakespeare’s theatre and
Shakespeare and his audience.
< \
7« Norman, Cha les. So //orthv a Friond. New York:
Rinehart and Company, 1947*
An authentic biography of Ghakospeore, the man and
dramatic poet, showing the Influences at work In his
life and plays from which he emerges as a real person.
8. Plutarch’s Lives , revised by Arthur Hugh Clough, * ew
York; Modern Library.
Volume V contains the lives of x nreus Brutus and
Antony and nakes Interestlaj; comparisons to show how
closely Shakespeare followed North's Plutarch’s Lives .
9« Van Doren, x.ark. Chakespeare . New York, Henry Holt
and Company, 1939*
A description and Interpretation of the great poet
that seems of our time, fresh. It does not present a
new Shakespeare, but makes him a better known one.
10. Walrren, Robert Penn, All the King’s Ken, New ^ork:
Harcourt, 1946.
Character Study of a Southern demagogue whose career
follows in some respects that of Huey Long.
\

13
11. Webster, Margaret, Shakeapeare Without Tears. New
York: V/hlttlesley House i-ubllcatlon, 1939*
The author is an h-ngllah rc tress who has won no
small measure of fame as a director of Shakespeare’s
plays. Her book Includes chapters on general prin-
ciples of Shakesperean productions, notes of the
Sllsabethan stage and actors, coimaonts on problems
of individual plays. Her style is Informal and
chatty.
12. Wilder, Thornton, The Ides of March . New York:
Harper and Brothers, 19A8.
The last months of Julius Caesar’s life as they
might have been revealed through personal letters
and secret documents hitherto unknown. A novel
interpretation of Homan society seen t’^rough the
eyes of the man who, for good or evil, summed up
so many of the characteristics of its age.
13. Wells, H. 3., The Holy Terror New York:
Sl.aon and Schuster, 1939*
A novel based on the rise and fall of a world
dictator; the action is set in the immediate future.
Visual Aids and .\ecordin^s
Recording: Columbia Record ( eleven ten-inch records,
both sides, twentytwo recordings ) Julius Caesar ( Mercury
Text *v.ecords by Orson Welles and members of the Mercury
Theatre ) Masterworks Set C-10
Orson Welles with the oast does an excellent piece of
work in reading the play, act by act. These recordings
follow almost exactly word for word most school editions of
the play. They are very well done, probably in many instan-
ces better than most teachers can read. Acts IV and V are
I
cut somewhat more than the first three acts, but not enough
to interfere in following the text carefully.
To play all the records takes about one hundred and
twenty minutes. It is probably more effective to use

the record after each act has been read by the pupils, or In
the event of no visual aids, to motivate the play. Both are
equally effective.
Visual aid: Sastem I’llms, eastern Pictures Co., Daven-
port, Iowa, Julius Caesar . ,^^2103 - twenty minutes. In this
superb plcturlzatlon of Act III, icene 2, of William Dhakea-
peare*a famous tragedy, we are first slven an Intrl^-ulng
glimpse of the Roman Forum# News of Caesar’s murder Is
excitedly spread. Brutus and the conspirators emerge from
the Senate House to harangue the gathering mob. Caesar’s
body la broiig^t forth, and finally Mark Antony delivers the
t
famous funeral oration which has become a standard of elo-
quence to the ln*5llah-a peaking world. Students who see this
production can hardly fall to gain a new appreciation of the
power, beauty, and appeal of Shakespeare masterpieces.
The Unit asal .nment : Introductory Activities .
Period I.
A. Presentation of "The Forum Scene" In the Visual
Aids .\Oom.
1. This scene took about twenty minutes.
2. Students watched carefully the reaction
of the mob during each speech.
3. Students noted any difference In the
I
reaction after the speeches.
4. Which speaker had the greater Influence
on them? Why?

5» What kind of peopla were these commonere?
Julius Caesar in history
1* After the presentation of the film, the
class revleifed what had boen learned of
Caesar In Latin and history classes*
2 » The following topics were discussed:
a* Caesar’s early career
' (1)* Into which class of society
was Caesa* bom?
(2) * ir.hat did he do to court the
.
favor of the people?
(3) * ..hat were his military
triumphs ?
b* Caesar’s personality was described,
c* His rise to dictatorship was traced,
d. What was the government of Rome?
e • The Romans
(1) . .hat class of people wore
the Romans?
(2) # hhat kind of entertainment
did the people enjoy?
(3) * How intelligent were the
\
Romans? To what extent was hon-
esty as well as up Ightedness
practiced?
(4) . What share In the government
did the common people have?
!4
y
.I
\
^LK
A. A revieif of the Shakeaperean theatre.
1. jihose who saw 'nenrv V should explain the
,
London theatre. The Globe, to the membero of the
olaaa who have seen only pictures in books.
2. A review of the Shakespearean theatre
studied in the previous two years in connection
with the study of Kerchaat of Venice and --s Ycu
r.lke It was made.
3. The following items w re reviewed in contrast
with the theatre of today:
' a. Where were the theatres located?
I
b. What signified a performance?
c. The exterior of the bulldlngf was
described.
d. The interior of the building.
(1) . ^hat shax)e was the stage?
(2) . ’.Vhat constituted scenery?
(3) * ’ ho were the actors?
(4) . Who acted the woman's parts?
(5) * Whore were the costumes obtained?
(6) . Of whom was the au'ience composed?
(?)• What was substituted for programs?
(8) . What use was made of curtains?
(9) * How wei^ the balconies arranged
and what use was made of then?

(lO). How did thoy do without lij^ht and
sound effects?
Study and ^ctlvlty Culde: tSach pupil
waa i^a^mired to keep’ a neat *»nd complete set of answors to
this nimeof^raphed .^uide. It wee su^eoted, but not required,
that each answer bo carefully written in a notebook. Paper
and staples were supplied * those w^io desired to Improvise such
y
T
: /a notebook.
Pupils' refaronoe required by the Study -uide: / / r
' j»- .. . , ~ ' ^
Heuvllng, Helen 5. Julius Caesar . ( floble^ Publishers,
Inc. ) 7^- ’^ifth Avenue, Hew York, N.Y., 1935, PP* 1-168.
Study and Activity Guide
Act I, Scene 1
1. ’Tiat action opens this play? What classes of people
are represented?
2. What were tribunes? What newspapers do you know
that have used the word "tribune” for a title? What
meaning has the word tribune In that place? What
quarrel had the tribunes a alnst Caesar? «hat ideals
of *'^cian citizenship nre represented by the tribune
In their tirade ajalnat the mob? Why do you think
Shal^esi>eare does not attempt to dlstlnjulah the
characters of Marullus and Flavius? v.hy do the
tribunes speak in verse? What linos in Karullus*
1

18
speech *3o you like best? \vTiGt do we hear later .of
!
•
'
, Karullus and Flavius?
i
3* VHiat la there humorous In this scene? wTiy does the
|l poet have the commonors speak In prose? v/lth whom
1 are your sympathies, the oo:.imonero or the tribunes?
I
Why?
4« What Ifl a xjun? Do you a^ree with those who consider
a pun the lowest form of wit? il*xplaln two In this
scene* that pun have you heard recently?
I
5* What is an anachronism? 'Ind one. ^Vhat anachronism
} •
’
r
‘ other than one in the play con you recall?
6* \fakt is the attitude of the tribunes toward Caesar?
I
What Is the attitude of the commoners? What
characteristic of the crowd Is vividly portrayed?
What makes Intelllcsent thinking especially difficult
In a crowd at a time like this? What exi>orlence of
that kind have you had? How does this scene set the
keynote of the play?
7* i^ad oarefully the last six lines to get the sub-
stance of the act*
V
Act I, Hoene 2
1. Wliat Is yourflrat Impression of Caesar?
2* Is this Impression of Caesar favorable or unfav-
orable?
3* TiVhat hints regarding Antony and Caesar do you gather
In lines 1-20? ^
)
j
4* Why does the poet Introduce a soothsayer at this
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point? What effect does the soothsayer have upon
Caesar? Cassius? Brutus? Upon the audience?
Kliat are some superstitions of today? How much are
people Influenced by them?
5« To what passions does Cassius especially appeal In
Brutus? Does Brutus take himself too seriously?
iibcplaln. What Is the value of high Ideals?
6* Comment upon the masterly touches of characteriza-
tion In lines 180-188. Compare lines 192-195 with
lines 115-116.
7* Compare the characters of Brutus, Cassius, and
Cases, as shown In this scene.
8. Who was Cicero? Explain your feelings of including
him In the conspiracy.
9* What Is a rhymed tag? What Illustration la here?
What Is Its purpose? What makes this device un-
necessary today?
I, Scene 3
1. What effect would the thunder and lightning In this
scene have upon the audience? What other fore-
bodings are there? How might this dramatic effect
be obtained on the stage today? In the movies?
2. How far has the plot developed In this first act?
3. If you were to have a leading part, what character
would you choose to be? What leading actor of today
would you choose to act the part of Brutus? Mark
Antony? Cassius?

/I
!
4k
Act II, Scene 1
1. Follow very oeurefully Brutua* thlnkln:j In lines 10-34.
2. What purpose Is there In presenting those thoughts
before Cassius* return?
3. Caesar has said Cassius "thinks too rauch." Caesar
was one of the greatest thinkers in all history.
Prove by line reference that Brutus was also.
4. From lines 53-’54, 113-140, 162-183 tell what motives
I
^
- led Brutus into the conspiracy.
5* Point out two figures of speech in the soliloquy.
Explain them.
6. In what respects had Brutus changed since the first
act?
7* What does Lucius add to this scene? Portia?
8. Why does Brutus object to taking an oath?
9. Is it well usually to bind oneself? Consider signing
a pledge or a contract or a bank note. Discuss
"honor" as the term la used now, for example, in
athletics, in examinations, in marking systems.
10. What objections do the conspirators have to including
Cicero?
11. What does Llgarlua* coming to Brutus* house indicate?
Act II, Beene 2
1. What la the tone of Caesar’s words. in regard to
danger? ' Do they show real common sense and fear-'
lessness? Compare lines 5-6 and 38-43 . With lines
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83-90 compare Act II, Scene 1, lines 202-211.
2. What Is It that finally makes Caesar determined to
go? What Irony Is there In this?
3* Oo Caesar’s words and actions In this scene raise or
lower him In your estimation? Are your sympathies
at this f)olnt with Caesar or the conspirators?
Give your reasons In detail.
4. What differences can you find In the relations of
Caesar and Caloumla as husband and wife and those
of Brutus and Portia In the precedlnc scene?
5* What new glimpse do we get of Antony’s character In
lines 116-117?
I
...
II
Act II, 3cene 3
>> t
#
What la Implied In the words ”the> Fates with the
traitors do contrive"?
Act II, Scene 4
Notice how everything In this scene contributes to
build up Portia. What are these contributions?
Act III, Scene 1
1. Discuss the merits of this scene as a stage specta-
cle.
2. What Is the effect upon the audience of the first
two lines?
3» What prevents Caesar from getting the warning?^ What
occasion was chosen by the conspirators to press
close to Caesar? Is assassination a solution V. .

^
for bad government? Defend your answer.
4. Notice how Brutus speaks of what he has done. Wliat
•were his motives? What Is real patriotism? %1iat Is
an Idealist? Vrtiat are some patriotic activities of
today? Some non-patrlotlo?
5. Note with care the mood and motives of Antony In
lines 122-253 • What have we heard of Antony before
he appears? What, especially. Is Brutus* estimate
of him? What does Cassius think of him? Which of
these two Is more likely to be right? Why?
6. What serious errors In diplomacy are made by Brutus
In regard to Antony? Explain how he came to make
them.
7* Have Antony's speeches the ring of sincerity? Point
out two or three lines of poetic beauty In these
3x)eeches.
8. What significance has the arrival of a messenger from
Octavius?
Ill, Scene 2
1. Compare Brutus* and Antony's speeches.
a. Contrast the opening words of each speech to the
citizens. Which Is more appealing?
b. If you had been a member of the crowd, how would
Brutus* speech have affected you?
I i.
c. How Is It evident that Antony understood his
^ audience better than irutus did?
d. What are the moat striking qualities of Brutus*

apeooh? * Does poetic elegance make demagogy
-
, A 4-
1
leas vlvlous - or, mere? Explain.
e* How does Brutus fall to win the mob? To what
'
-/ r*'
do you attribute Antony’s sucooao of appeal?
f. Ouote the line you like beat*
2* Note the actions of the people throughout the scene*
How nuch responsibility did the /.oman people feel
toward the kind of government they had? How much
responsibility does the average citizen in the
United htatofl take today? ./hat are some ways that
you might suggest In whlc^a citizen of today might
take more active participation In his government?
hat Is there In this attitude toward their leaders
which la being repeated In history today?
3* fhow how fast events are moving In lines 267-277*
Act III, 3cene 3
1* Who Is the first victim of Antony’s eloquence? How
do you account for the violence on an Innocent
victim? Compare the oharacterletlcs of the mob
which close this half of the play with the mob which
began It*
Act IV, Scene 1
1* l/eme the triumvirs*
2* What la their first business?
3* What new light Is thrown on Antony’s character In
lines 1-^K)?

4* '*?hat you learn of events In Rome?
Act IV, Hcene 2
1* How are things going with the conspirators?
2. ’^Tiat words of wisdom are In Brutus* speech to Lucius
In lines 19-247
Act IV, Scene 3
^ 1* vtfhat Is the ”bone of contention" between Brutus and
Cassius? Was Brutus reasonable? BxpleJin*
2* Where could Cassius have obtained money?
3* ’yhat makes this quarrel an effective dramatic scene
today?
4* 'Vhy Is the announcement of Bortla’s death well-
timed? Wliat does Cassius' response show about lilm?
Is It more or less effective because It Is given so
little space? How does the manner of the reception
of the news bear upon Brutus* character?
5* What Is Brutus* philosophy? Line 145«
6* Comment fully upon lines 181-192 • Bo you admire or
dislike Brutus* lack of emotion?
?• What dramatic effect Is secured In lines 252-253?
Vhat la the purpose here and In the following lines
of this upon the audience before the ghost appears?
8» What does the Incident In which Claudius and Varro
appear tell you about Brutus? How la this scene
somewhat like the one In which we first saw Lucius
I,
and Brutus?
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y,’ 9* What makes the appearance of Caesar’s ;hoat a stirring
moment on the stage today? liow is such an appearance
handled in the movies? What does the ghost of Caesar i
symbolise? Why does it not appear to Cassius?
10. Brutus Is ”one of the noblest men and one of the
least fitted for this world.” Comment fully on this
statement. What conflict of duties did Brutus have
^
to face? In what experience have you had to face a *
ccnflict of duties? What helped you to decide?
Act V, Scene 1 n
1. Octavius and Antony are surprised that the men should
come down from the hills. Why?
2. Which of the two, Brutus or Caaslus, has hla way as
i
to the plan of battle? Wliat similar experience
: j;
between great generals occurred In World War II?
3* What do Brutus and Cassius hope to gain by means of
Jt
e parley? Who cut It short?
j
Act V, Scene 2 1
What is the use of this scene?
Act V, Scene 3
1. How does Cassius* last act compare with hla earlier
acts? Do yo a think more or leas of him? What does I
I
,
« '!
the death of Tltlnlus mean In this connection?
2. Note r-rutus* attitude In lines 91-110. Is ho right
in thinking that It Is the spirit of Caesar opposing
him? :2xplaln.

Act V, 3oen® 4
1, Would you or would you not prefer faat orutus be
captured? Sxplaln* Wbat raoe have you read about
' in World War XI whose soldiers preferred auloldo to
capture?
2. Collect all the evidence In the play to prove that
Antony's words
,
lines 63-75 are just* ( .enember
that it was Brutus who saved Antony from being put
^
' to death )•
3* What does the fact that Cotavlus is given the last
linos in the play show?
Creneral questions on the play
1. vvhat is the theme of the entire play?
2. WTiat is the theme of the first three acts? Of the
last acts IV and V? Notice how these two themes
-;lve unity to the play*
3* What la the turning point of the play?
4* lelect at least 8 or 10 lines in the play which you
especially like* Defend your choice*
5* Explain how brutus* speech in Act V, /Cene 4,
"0, Julius Caesar, thou art mighty yet,’* strikes the
keynote of the play*
i
i
I

* '
~ Optional Related Activities
Dramatization
1* Act the scene In the Roman street. Ose the
olaaaraates as the mob. 'Disperse the commoners,
,
11 ’:e the mounted police, with a lusty round,
"Hence home, you Idle creat’.jres •** nemeraber the
more familiar you become with the actor's lines
the better your presentation will be.
?. xlan the quarrel scene be ween 3rutus and
Cassius. J'ake It as simple or os elaborate as
I
you choose. Memorize the lines, If you wish, or
use your books, but whichever you do, quarrel
I
't
fiercely, i'ake It a real masculine quarrel.
iSnJoy It and ma’:o your classmates enjoy It with
you.
3 . Het the staye for the Assassination Acene. let
the members of the class to help you pantomime
\
this scene.
4. Dramatize the scene r before the battle with Lucius
and Brutus. If you can play o lyre, lute, or
hum a sleepy tune, It would add greatly to the
effect.
5* Take the part of Caesar and ask a classmate to
play the part of Calpumla. Dramatize the scene
before Caesar goes to the Senate House.
6 . Take the part of Portia and ask a classmate to
play the part of rfrutus. Contrast the scene of

Caeaar and Calpumia with the one ^between i^rutus
an'5 Per tla#
Roil out Marullufl* apeech to the coianonera# Here la
yo\ir chance to ”wax eloquent#”
DlalOoUe the servant* a speech to Octavius when he
telle what he saw In ?vomo at the end of Cneanr’a
aaaaaaination* ..iemember Antony said to the servant,
"Post back with speed, and tell what hath chanc’d."
w'lth fiery eloquence recite or road Antony’s fanous
sp ech# /
Declaim the eulogy of Brutus - "that noblest rvoman
of them all."
*iead Brutus* to your clfiteamatea#
Liata
:
All the ovidenoea of superotltlon there are
In the play#
iiake a list of all the properties which would
be needed to present this play#
Written ;ork i
1. Write a paper on the superstltlcus element
In Caesar#
2# Write a composition using one of the follow-
ing titles, or one of your own choosing,
( after consulting the teacher )
:
a# "Honor Is the subject of my story."
b. "Death cannot kill what does not die."
c# " :he fault, dear Brutus, Is not in our

I:
y I
But In ourselves that we are
' underlings
3 . v^rlte a composition on "My Favorite Passage
In Julius Caesar."
4. Imagine Caesar’s having read the letter of
Artemldorus. Write the events that mli;ht
have followed such a difference.
5. The "Roman Mob" would make an Interesting
topic. You might show how they acted at
the opening of the play and at the end of the
third act, or you might compare their actions
to nodem mobs you may actually have seen,
or seen In the movies. Illustrate your
paper with modem day mob scenes found In
the paper or magazines.
6. Pretend you are a servant In Portia’s house.
. etell Portia’s anxiety at Brutus’ continued
absence and the circumstances of her death.
Construction
1. Draw Antony dressed for the course.
2. Make a scroll from which Caesar’s will was
read by Antony.
3. Design a cover for a program of the play to
bo given In your auditorium.
Diagram
• 1. Construct a triangle for a plan of the plot
eiiiitt fi

(of the play. Outline the main events of the
f,'
> I
play - Introduction, rlslns action, climax.
falling action, conclusion.
ReadIn ; of Plava
1. Read a modem play of tiillzabethan days and com-
pare It with Julius Caesar In these ways:
a . Theme
b. Action of drama
0. Characterizations
d. Beauty of expression
Plays: iiillzabeth the Cueen by Maxwell Anderson
Ben Hur by Lew Wallace
2. To learn more about En/^land In Shakespeare’s
time read the following:
In the Day of Quaen Elizabeth by M. Tappan
Collateral Readin^: for Students
%
1. Bentley, Phyllis, Freedom ^Farewell
.
New York
MaoMlllan, 1936. •
A novel of Oman society In the last century of
the Republic which tells the story of the down-
s fall of liberty In a groat nation. Julius
Caesar, Pompey, Crassus, Cicero, and Cato are
portrayed as they intrigued, loved and battled
their way Into several destinies. A critique of
modem times marked by action and social signi-
ficance.
2. Foster, .Genevieve, Aur.ustua Caesar’s World . *lew
York, Charles Scribner’s Son¥^ 1946.
The story of the existing events that followed
the death of Caesar. , .of the oonsp^ators,
Brutus and Cassius, etc. Antony and Cleopatra
and their famous love affair. Augustus was only
a boy of eighteen when the story opens In March,
44 B. C. with the death of his great uncle,
Julius Caesar.
A

3 • Lawrence, Isabella, The jjft of the vlolden Cup .
New York: Bobba Kerrlll Gompany, 19A^
.
A tale of Aome and pirates, two thousand years
ago. A wild and reckless chariot race In Rome
was followed by festivals and fighting In
Greece, and mysterious goings-on concerning a
beautiful golden cup and hidden treasure.
4. Lewis, Sinclair, ^ Gan* t Happen Mere . New York
’rfhat will happen to America when a dictator
comes.
5 . Orwell, George, The Animal i'^arm . Now York:
Harooxirt, 1946.
Political satire on communist revolution and
- dictatorship which Is enacted when animals of
an English farm drive out the human owner and
take over.
6 . Kolfe, william J» Shakes peare the irtoy .
New York, Harpers.
This Is an expansion In book form of a series
of familiar articles published In Youth * a
Companion on the boyhood of Shakespeare.
7* DeSherblnln, Betty. The Challenged Land . New
York: Korrow, 1946.
A novel of civil war. The protagonist Is a
politician conceiving a way to Influence the
people. It shows bitter hatred of Faclsm In
presenting a striking picture of South America
today. .
f.
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T. F. 3 .
Objective Test
Part I . .
I
^
True-False
If the statement is true, circle the letter T; if it is
false, circle the letter F. .
T. F. 1. Shakespeare's plays have lived through the years
because. they are a true reflection of life*
T. F. Statues and pictures of Stalin, Mussolini, and
Caesar in public places symbolized their power to
the people. /
s
* •
The senate offered Caesar the crown.
T. F. Some twentieth-century Americans feared the growing
nowers of Roosevelt as the Roman people feared the
growing powers of Caese^.
T. F. 5. Shakespeare took liberties with history in the play.
T. F. 6. Brutus' love for Rome was greater than his love
for Caesar*
T. F. 7. Brutus was motivated by high ideals.
|l
•T. F. 8. Brutus had great personal ambition.
T. F. 9. Mob leaders of today use the same devices as those
used by Antony.
T. F. 10., Brutus* objection to Caesar was a personal one.
I
T. F. 11. When the play opens, Caesar is about to celebrate
I
his fifth triumph.
T. F. 12. Msrullus and Flavius were put to death for turning
the commoners a^;ainst Caesar*

j.
T.
T.
F.
F.
T.
T.
F.
F.
T.
T.
T.
F.
F.
F.
T. F.
T.
T,
T.
F.
F.
F.
13.
14.
T. F. 15.
T. F. 16.
8
,
20 .
21 .
25.
T. F. 26.
T. F. 27.
T. F.
T. F. 29.
Clnna the conspirator was klllet^ by the mob.
At the opening of the play, Caesar was at the
height of his oower.
The news of the conspiracy leaked out before
Caesar's assassination.
«
The augurers told Caesar that the omens were
unfavorable.
Caesar's ghost appeared to Brutus three times.
Caesar believed that a man's fate was written In
the stars.
Calpumla's dream came true.
Cassius was fond of music and plays.
The Roman people honored their heroes by
decorating their statues with wreaths.
Toward -the end of the play It Is obvious that
Antony Is stronger than Octavius.
The conspirators underestimated Antony.
Portia overestimated her ability to endure.
Shakespeare was responsible for Increasing the
popularity of the theatre.
The theatre was one of the chief diversions for
women In Shakespeare's time.
In this play the Roman people are shown as being
able to govern themselves.
Brutus died with his faith In human nature
unchanged .
Brutus made many bad mistakes of Judgment.
33
’•a
.
r
n

34
r;
T. F,. 30. The Judgnont of Brutus was accepted by the con-
spirators In all matters.
T. F. 31. Cassius got Brutus Into the conspiracy by letting
him believe something that was not tme.
T. F. •CVJK^ Caesar refused the crown because he did not want
it.
T. F. 33. Tho conspirators did not agree about Antony’s
speaking at Caesar’s funeral.
T. F. 34. Brutus believed that Antony as well as Caesar
should be killed.
T.
/
F. 35. Cassius’ Judgment of Antony was moi*e nearly right
than that of Brutus.
Part II
Multiple Choice
In the space at the left of each question, write the
number of the correct answer*
!
1. Brutus Joined the conspiracy because
1* He was Jealous of Caesar;
2* He wanted personal power;
3* He didn’t want the form of government to change;
4* He t'^ought Caesar was abusing his power;
2* The conspirators wanted Brutus with them because
1. He knew and understood the people;
2* He was unselfish;
3* He had good Judgment;
4* He had the respect of the people;
5* He was a leader;
3* Brutus was angry with Cassius because
1. He did not consult him about the battle plan;
2* He did not accept Brutus* plan;
3* He Intervened on behalf of Pella;
4* He did not send him supplies for his troops;
5» Ho did not send him money to pay his troops;

Caesar*a last triumph was leas popular than his
previous ones had been because
1. It wae sigainst another Roman;
2. He brought home no booty or captives;
3 . The people were weary of celebrations;
4* It was celebrated on a feast day;
5 . Caesar’s popularity was already waning;
.•.. 5 . Cassius' reason for being In the conspiracy was
!• Personal ambition;
2. Hatred of Caesar;
3 . Dissatisfaction with the government;
4. The good of Rome;
5* i^rlendshlp for Brutus.
.... 6 . The conspirators did not Include Cicero because
1. He was too old;
2. They were not sure that he could be trusted;
3 . He was a close friend of Caesar;
4. Their group was large enough;
5 . He was a better leader than follower.
....7 . Brutus sought to Influence the people by appealing
to their
1. Patriotism;
2. Fear;
3 . Reason
4. inactions;
5 . Honor.
.... 8 . The first act of the second triumvirate was to
1. Drive Brutus and Cassius from Rome;
2. Draw up a list of those to be put to death;
3 . Send for a copy of Caesar's will;
4. Assure the senators their lives were safe;
5 . Make plans for war against Brutus and Cassius.
. ...9» The conspiracy failed because
1. i^ack of planning;
2. Disagreement among the conspirators;
3 . Lack of understanding of the people;
4. A difference In motives;
5 . .Bad timing.
...10. Brutus killed himself because
1. The conspiracy had failed;
2. Portia was dead;
3 . He did not want Antony to capture him;
4. He did not want to return to Rome a captive;
5* He found out that the motives of the other
conspirators were selfish.
I 'mmm
') .
i;:
oI.
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
Part III
In the parentheses at the left of the items in Column
write the letter cf the matching Item In Column II
Column I Column II
1. A poet a. Cicero
2. Caesar’s nephew b. Trebcnlus
3. A student of books rather c. Marullus
than of men
d. Clnna
4. A man ruled by his head ,
rather than hi a heart e. Plavlus
5. An influential citizen
who wanted to keep Rome
f. Cimber
a republic 6* Casca
6* Caesar's wife h. Brutus
7. A good athlete 1, Llgarlus
8. A man who would not follow
what others began
J- Pompey
k. Calpumla
9. The conspirator who
affected rudeness 1, Cato
10. Portia's father m« Octavius
n. Caesar
0, Antony
P* Portia
Part IV
Completion
In the apace at the left of each question, write
the word which has been omitted.
I
.. 1 .
. 2 .
-.3.
..4.
..5.
.. 6 *
..7.
.. 8 .
..9.
, 10 ,
, 11 .
, 12 .
. 13 .
,14.
.15.
,16.
. 17 .
The solution to poor sovemment by assassination
has proved Ineffective In modern times as shown In
the case of the American demai^ocue
i£xa pies of mob violence have occurred In our
country In connection with. •
The crown was offered Caesar by
Kark Antony, In his speech, appealed to the
.of the people.
^he day of the opening of the play, the feast of
• ...was being celebrated.
The news of %#hat went on at the games wps reported
by
Caesar was.... years old at the time of his death.
Octavius was..... .at the time of Caeser^s death.
A teacher of rhetoric In the play was.
Portia sent.. to the oapitol to bring her
news of Brutus.
**11118 was the noblest of them all.**
’’Cowards die many times before their death:
The never taste of death but once.”
"Yond has a lean and hungry look • "
".... and this man
Is now become a God, and •••..la
A wretched creature." ‘
"Oh he aits high In all the people’s
"It *8 no matter; let no Images
Be hung with. trophies ."
"Let the gods so speed me as 1 love
The name of honor more than I fear..,
V.
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18. ’’There is a tide in the affairs of men
V/hich taken at the flood lead on to ••••"
......19. "ily heart doth Joy that yet in all .oy life
I found no man but he was.... to me."
20. "But Brutus says he was.........."
Part V
Identifioation.
In the space at the left of each question below, write
the name of the person who is described.
.....••I. Julius Caesar’s practice of lavish entertainment
to win popular support has been repeated in the
case of this South American dictator.
2. This political leader in liJurope shared Caesar’s
belief that he was chosen by destiny to rule.
3* This modem American politician attempted, as
Caesar did, to establish a political dynasty.
4. "Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world
Like a Colossus.”
5* ” and we shall find of him
A shrewd contriver; and you know his means.
If he improve them, may well stretch so far
As to annoy us all.”
6. "Such men as he be never at hearts ease
'Whiles they behold a greater than themselves."
• ?• "What a blunt fellow this has gi'own to bel
He was quick metal when we went to school If
r% . 1 r
I”0, let UB have him, for his silver hairs
Villi purchase ua a ^ood opinion.*'
• •••..•9. '*?or he la superstitious ^rown of late."
,
10. "This is a slight umaerltable man
• » t •
Keet to be sent on errands**’
In the apace at the left of each quotation below,
write the name of the person who said it.
......11. "Set honor in one eye and death 1* the other
I
And I will look on both indifferently."
12. "Have I in conquest stretched mine arm so far
To be afraid to tell greybeards the truth?"
••••••13. "1 know where I will wear this dagger then."
14. "I dreamt tonight that I did feast with Caesar.
.••... 13. "0 pardon me, thou piece of bleeding earth,
That I am meek and gentle with these butchers."
......16. "Think you I am no stronger than my sex
. .
. . Being so fathered and so husbanded."
••••..17. "VHiat can be avoided
Whose end is purposed by the mighty gods."
18. "Aye, if I bo alive, and your mind hold, and
your dinner worth the eating."
...... 19. "That part of tyranny that I do bear
I can shake off at pleasure."
...••.20. "How many ages hence
Shall this our lofty scene be acted over
In states unborn and accents yet unknown."
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In the space at the left of each quotation below,
write the name of the figure of speech represented by the
lines
.
21. ”Theae growing feathers pluck'd from Caesar's
wing’
v'lll make him fly an ordinary pitch.”
22. ”Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world
Like a Colossus."
23* "And some that smile have in their hearts, I
fear,
millions of mischief."
.......24. "Let us do so; for we ere at the stake
And bay'd about with many enemies."
.25. ".....and I have seen
The ambitious ocean swell and rage and foam
To be exalted with the threatening clouds."
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Test results examination of Table 1 below shows
the actual amount of gain of each pupil on the final test*
It is to be noteci that all pupils gained, Indicetlng that
all pupils achieved some educative growth*
Table 1* Age, Intelligence Quotient, Initial Score, rinal
Score, and lalns Made by Each Pupil on Teat I
Pupil Age Intelligence Pretest Einal Points
Quotient Score Score Gained
is; . (51 Ih (5J . hi.
1 16-1 115 61 92 31'
5 16-9 132 76 91 15
16-11 107 55 89 34
4 16-10 124 55 89 34
5 16-5 115 62 89 27
6 16-5 129 47 89 42
7 16-10 132 61 88 27
8 17 107 51 87 36
9 16-4 107 50 87 37
10 16-8 120 69 35 16
11 16-3 107 55 85 30
12 120 65 84 19
13 16-9 116 42 84 42
14 17-1 107 46 84 38’
15 16-10 128 44 84 40
16 17-1 109 56 84 28
17 16-5 106'" 68 83 15
18 16-9 120 53 83 30
19 16-3 132 56 32 26
20 16—3 120 52 31 29
21 16-1 121 54 81 27
22 16-4 107 59 81 22
23 16-9 110 42 80 38
24 16-3 123 40 80 40
25 16-6 112 42 72 30
26 16-6
,
118 • 44 72 28
27 16-4 114 40 65 25
28 17-2 113 52 59 7
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Tables 2 and 3 are self explanatory and show the cal-
culation of the mean and standard deviation of the pre-test
and the final test. These calculations were used to prepare
the relative growth scale in figures 2 and 3«
Table 2. Calculation of the .^ean and
Standard Deviation of the Pre-Test
Scores f d fd fd^
_ til.
.
{2) ;?) (4J (5l
76-79 1 6 6 36
72-75 0 5 0 0
68-71 2 4 8 32
64-67 1 3 3 9
60-63 3 2 6 12
56-59 3 1 3 3
52-55 7 0 0 0
48-51 2 -1 -2 p
44-47 4 -2 -8 16
40-42 5 -3 -15 45
Totals 28 1 155
Assumed Kean * 53* 5
0 1 II •0357 = 1 »
2T m
Mean = 53* 5 *0357 * 53.5357 or 53
S.D. « 1 4
S,D. = 4 Vs. 535714 - .001275 = 4
S.D. « 4 ( 9.353 ) • 9*412
.001275
Standard Deviation = 9« 412
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Table 3* Calculation of the Mean and
Standard Deviation of the Final Teat.
Scores f d fd2
u) (3) ~PiT~ ISi...
90-93 2 2 4 8
86-89 7 1 7 7
82-35 10 0 0 0
78-81 5 -1 -5 5
74-77 0 -2 0 Q
70-73 2 -3 -6 18
66-69 0 -4 0 0
62-65 1 -5 -5 25
58-61 1 -6 -6 36
Totals 28 -11 99
Assumed Mean - 83.5
c = -:11 « -.3927 or -.39
» loi ,
.154275
Kean * 83.5 - .39 '= 83.1
S. D. 4 154275 'or 4 y3.53 -
S. D. = 4 NCO 4 ( 1 .84 ) « 7.36
Standard Deviation * 7»36

Results of teaohln;- a unit In 3hakeapeare« Juliue
Caesar, by the unit method .—The experience of teaching by
this method has been both a pleasing and valuable one* The
interest and cooperation of the students, the librarians,
the visual aid department, and the head of the department
has been most gratifying. Another year the writer hopes to
try this method in one class and the traditional method in
another to compare results, both for the satisfaction of
the writer and of the department head. With the addition of
another hour the essay-type test will be given to measure
the results of the unit in both groups, as well as the ob-
jective test which will be given as a pretest^^as well^
One advanta^s® of the unit method is the flexibility
into which such a thing as a television performance of the
play could be v/orked . The advertisement that the play was
to be performed in television was discovered by one of the
students in the Boston Herald. Appendix, page 77*
Crroups of students were organised at two pupils* homes
where television sets were available, only an hour before
the telecast a friend offered the use of the television set
in the Masonic Temple to the class. Even with such a last
minute notice, one third of the group arranged to see the
television performance. One of the students offered to re-
port to the members of the class not able to be present
what he had seen for his optional related activity. Nothing
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could have made Shakespeare more alive and up-to-the-minute
In the students* minds than a telecast performance of the play
they were studyins in school.
It also aroused an Interest in the Folger Shakespeare
Playhouse in Washington, D.C., to the extent that several stu-
) I
dents sought the reference to that library in their own en-
cyclopedias •
After the study of the play "Life Magazine" pictured the
television performance and many students brought the pictures
from the magazine, Appendix, page 78.
rieport on optional related activities. -- The students
showed great interest in the^ optional related activities.
They enjoyed the freedom of choosing in their own interest
fields as well as the opportunity to suggest with the
teacher’s approval activities of their own invention. The
dramatizations were the moat popular, and the Interest grew
rapidly as individuals and groups began plannln^^: and prac-
tising their scenes. Two students chose the famous quarrel
scene between Brutus and Cassius; a pupil who had recently
heard Cornelia Otis Skinner selected the sceno\ showing
Portia's anxiety concerning Brutus' welfare, another gave
Brutus* famous speech addressed to the mob after the
assassination of Caesar.
The moat outstanding dramatization was given by a student
who of his own volition memorized the entire funeral oration
delivered by Mark Antony over Caesar's corpse at the foot of
the Capitol steps. Ihe student delivered the oration with a
's
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group of claaamatea for the mob, assisted by a pupil stretched
on the conference table to represent Caesar's corpse. The
clftssmates voiced many favorable comments in praise of this
student's outstanding achievement. The dramatization was
planned and executed with such animation and fervor that a
pupil remarked that he was moved to tears when Caesar's will
was rend.
Students who preferred to write chose character sketches
of Brutus, Cassius, and Mark Antony. One wrote a paper en-
titled "Are Dictators lood Political Leaders?" This paper
was written after study of the activities of Juan Peron of
Argentina, P*ranclsco Franco of Spain, Huey Long of Louisiana,
Adolf Hitler of Germany, and Julius Caesar of Rome. Another
wrote "The Superstitious Element In Caesnr's Character Accord-
ing to History, According to Shakespeare, and According to a
Popular Novel." Appendix, page 61. One pupil wrote an
Interesting Imaginary account of Portia's death caused by
anxiety for Brutus' absence entitled "Brutus, Brutus, Come
Home. Appendix, page 73 • ( Student s papers have not been
edited }.
Animal "^arm by leorge Orwell was the most popular novel
for collateral reading. Others read and reported on by the
students were Ben Hur by Lew Wallace, The For -^otten Bau-hter
by Caroline Dale Snedeker, and The .obe by Lloyd Douglas.
Two students prepared oral talks; one was "The Mob In
Julius Caesar Compared to Modem Mobs;" the other was

"Superstitions In Julius Gaeaar : Superstitions of Today*"
The first talk was Interestinsly Illustrate'’ with mob scenes
from current newspapers and masazines*
Such enthusiasm was displayed In the preparation of the
various optional related activities that comments were made
by’ the librarian, homeroom teachers of the students, and
adjoining classroom teachers who heard echoes of the enthu-
siastic orators. The dramatic coach became so very much in-
terested that she visited some of the dramatizations.
One pupil drew a large poster of "Antony dressed for the
course" In poster paints. Another drew a very excellent bust
of Julius Caesar for a notebook cover. One student interested
In studying architecture later made a large poster of the
\oman ?orum which may be seen In one of the photographs on
the bulletin board, Appendix, page 76.
Comments bv former students.— "I wish that we had had
this kind of work when we had Julius Caesar last year."
"Why didn't you do this with our class?"
"I heard the students In your Julius Caesar class In
the next room, and I wish we had had some of that when we
studied It."
Comments bv faculty members .— "All I hear Is Julius
Caesar In my home room. What are you doing?"
"When do you find time to do all this?"
"Isn't It too bad we aren't both teaching Julius Caesar
at the sam^ time? Then I could use all this material In
V’S'
f "* .
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your room*”
j
*1
” Don’t more teachers trained in Colleges of education
|
do this Icind of thing than those from liberal arts
colleges?"
"I've never seen this room so attractive."
I
"What's all this I hear about Julius Jaeaar? laTiy all
|
the enthusiasm?"
I
The reaction of the head of the depai tment to the unit
method The head of the department said he was "somewhat
skeptical of the efficacy of this method" though he "was
glad to have it tried," and he was also "certainly open to
conviction."
lie asked that more than a "yes" or "no" answer be made
to the following questions
:
1. Has there been time for a systematic study of
Julius Caesar?
2. Has it been viewed and discussed as the unfolding
of a human story?
3* Has it been examined as dramatic structure—in-
cluding important common dramatic devices such as
function in the motion picture as well?
4. Has there been inquiry into the meEinlng ( Implicit
as well as explicit ) of selected lines and
passages?
5* Have you procured for your information and Judgment
evidences of pupils" understanding of the play?
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6. Haa tbere been scant time or ample time to view and
hear a few or many projects?
7. Will there be left unprepared or presented some
prepared projects?
8. Have student-conducted panels been i^enuinely con-
structive enough to justify their replacing
teacher-directed discussions?
The head of the department made this statement in con-
clusion: ”The individual projects that I saw or heard were
varied, interesting, and ( at least as a supplement for
other types of study ) undoubtedly valuable.” He pointed out
also that an oral tails by a pupil presented from notes on
cards on the optional activity on research based on the
superstitions in the play was an outstandingly valuable
activity.
This report was made by the head of the department
after a visit to the classroom near the end of the teaching
of the unit* Howeverm he was very willing that such a
method be tried in his department as an "experiment.”
Comments by the teacher .-- jecause the head of the
departmont looked skeptically at objective testing, the wri-
ter asked him to prepare an essay-type teat to be given to
the pupils of this class in a scheduled two-^hour examination
later in the semester. All college preparatory students in
this high school, which was quite conservative were required
to participate in such an examination in preparation for the
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It is unfortunate that the results of the foregoing
test cannot be given. However, the time set for such an
examination schedule did not allow it.
Pupil reaction to the unit method. -- After the conclu-
sion of the unit, a questionnaire was given each pupil. The
pupil was asiced for his honest opinion and was told that his
answers would have no effect upon his final mark* The ques-
tionnaire will be found in the Appendix, pa^e 59 • AH but
one student preferred the unit method to the formal type of
teaching. Table 4, page 64 indicates the answers to the
questionnaire in percentages.
In the second part of the questionnaire the pupils were
asked to give their own opinions and to suggest changes and
improvements. Some of their comments follow:
’’There was much more activity which made the study in-
teresting."
"I liked the whole plan. I feel very well acquainted
with the characters in the play.’’
"The study guide helped me a great deal."
"I was able to work on my own. I liked the whole
method. I like Shakespeare better than I did before we had
this play."
’’No one forced the assignments. I could do as much eis
I wanted, as slowly or as rapidly."
"This play proved to me that Shakespeare’s works will
never die. It seemed so very true to life today the way
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we did It."
"I liked being on my own ( more or leas ) because it
gave me a chance to really think about the play.”
"I learned more and thought more during the study of
Julius Caesar than ever before in any study of a Shakes-
pearean play."
ft frrhe method made me feel more independent. I could go
as fast or as slow as I had the opportunity. On many
questions I spent much more time thinking than as if I*d had
a set dally assignment. I enjoyed the group panel dis-
cussions and wished we might have even more."
"There were few deadlines to meet in this method so
that I could plan my work and have time to think about it."
"The part I liked most was the study guide. It made
me feel more on my own. If we had had daily assignments, I
wouldn’t have liked it so well."
"The part I liked best in this method was the oppor-
tunity to discuss, not in a whole cleiss, but in groups with
other students Interested in the same part."
"There wasn’t enough ’picking apart’ of the lines."
"I got a broader understanding from hearing the re-
ports of the other students."
"This method put me on my own. It was a temptation to
lag behind in my assignments."
"I liked working in groups with my classmates. 1 can
learn more from a discussion in an Informal group than I
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can from answering questions*"
"Do It this same way for other classes*"
"It was different, not the same old thing. This is
what made It Interesting*"
"I was able to proceed at my own speed and take more
time on the parts that were difficult for me. The records
were very helpful."
"I think that this method shows what the individual
can do on his own* Also this Is a good method to prepare
for college work*"
Conclusion *»«' Teaching a unit In Julius Caesar has
been a most Interesting and gratifying experience* The
necessity of careful preparation of the subject, the
keeping of a log, the results received from the testing
program, and the enthusiasm shown by the students have all
contributed to the satisfaction of the writer*
It la with great Interest that the writer looks for-
ward to next year’s experience to compare the two types of
teaching* Also In time the writer hopes to reorganize the
entire eleventh year i^^ngllsh program on the unit plan*
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Key to Objective Test on Julius Caeser
1. T
2. T
3. F '
4. T
5- T
6. T
7. T
8. F
9. T
10. F
11. T
12. T
13. F
14. T
15. T
16. T
17. T
18. F
19. T
20. F
Part I
True-False
21. T
22. F
23. T
24. T
25. T
26. F
27. F
28. T
29. T
30. T
31. T
32. F
33. T
34. F
35. T
1
}

Part II
1. 3
2. 4
3. 5
4. 1
5. 1
Multiple Choice
6. 5
7. 3
8 . 2
9. 2
10, 4
Part III
Matching
1 . (5
2* m
3. h
'
4* n
5. h
6« k
7. o
8. . a
9
.
^ 3
10 . 1
Part IV
Completion
1. Huey Long
2. Strikers, lynchers
5* Antony
4. JUDotlons
5. Lupercal
6. Casca
7. 56
8. 19
9* Artemldorus
1C. Lucius
fMTrnmii
Completion
( Continued
)
11. iioman 16. Caesar's
12. Valiant 17. Death
13- Cassius 18. Fortune
14- Cassius 19. True
15- Hearts 20. Ambitious
Part V
Identification
1. feron of Argentina 14. Clnna
2. Hitler, Lenin 15. Antony
3- Huey Long 16. Portia
4. Caesar 17. Caesar
5. Antony 18. Casca
6. Cassius VO . Cassius
7. Casca 20. Cassius
8. Caesar 21. Metaphor, metonymy
9. Cicero 22. Simile
10. Lepidua 23. Alliteration,
Brutus
hyperbole
11.
24. Onomatopoeia,
12. Caesar metaphor
13. Cassius 25. Hyperbole,
personification
I
\
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»K «.
w
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Questionnaire for Pupil Appraisal
of the Unit 1/Lethod
Fart I
1. Did you like this method of studying
Julius Caesar ?
2« Do you prefer dally assignmenta?
3* Would you have preferred a formal
dally question and answer method
to the study guide?
4. Do you like objective tests?
5* Do you prefer essay-type questions
on a test?
Yea
No
( )
( )
Yes ( )
No
Yea
No
( )
( )
( )
Yes ( )
No ( )
Yes ( )
No ( )
Part II
1. What did you like most about this method?
2* ^^at did you dislike about it?
3* How well do you feel you really know the play
Julius Caesar from this study?
4. What changes or suggestions have you to make for
future classes using this same method?
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Table 4. Reactions of Pupils to the Unit
Method, Expressed In Percentages
Percentage
1. Liked this method 96
2. Preferred dally
assignments 28
Preferred a formal dally
question and answer method
to the study guide 17
4. Liked objective tests 86
5. Preferred essay-type
question tests 14

iCarol iilspl© April, 19^9
The Supers tltlou8 Element in Caesar’s
Character According to History, Accor-
ding to Shakespeare, and According to
A Popular Novel
Julius Caesar is presented as a rather unscrupulous
character in P lutarch ’ s Lives
;
in his early life he will
apparently stop at nothing in his fervid quest for power,
influence, and, above all, honor* His whole character con-
fidently depends unon some mysterious but consistently good
fortune* During an increasingly violent storm, Caesar was
caught in the middle of a choppy and hazardous bay in a
small boat* Jhen the boatman tried to return to the shore
Caesar is reported as having said, on^ my friend, you
carry Caesar and his good fortune in your boat.” Maybe self
confidence governed Cesar's life but it seems to be deeper
than that* Plutarch states that Caesar had the happy fac-
ulty of always seizing the right moment* Having been en-
dowed with this uncanny sense of timing, he knew almost pre-
cisely how far he could trust his good fortune, and most im-
portant, Caesar knew when to stop* He wss a notorious gamb-
ler, but ©quipped with his unfailing sens© of timing and
selection, hypothesis became conclusion; theory became fact;
and contingency became reality. This undoubtedly was the
secret of his success and may, to some extent, explain the
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mystery which la frequently associated with hla nature*
In accordance with the customs of the time Caesar per-
formed the usual ceremonial rites to the gods. However,
this la In no way conclusive proof that he was superstitious.
Caesar was too clever a politician to antagonize the people
by deliberately opposing customs and popular beliefs which
were as much a part of them as their respective right arms*
Breaking an occasional precedent did not bother him, es-
pecially If he had some beneficial end in view* ( Caesar
usually being benefited recipient ) I Imagine that a
sizeable portion of his amusement came from issuing decrees
straight from the lips of Jupiter and watching the people
scurry around to obey them* During one of his ^lallio ex-
peditions, Caesar thrust the surrounding populace into a
state of horror and dismay by completely ignoring a warning
from a priestess who Insisted that an important battle should
be postponed until another moon. Caesar decided to fight
immediately and In so doing, he defeated a very powerful
army. This attribute to his generalship and good common
sense certainly proves that superstition did not stand in
his way In time of emergency*
From what 1 can gather from Plutarch* a Lives there was
only one time In Caesar *s career which appears to have been
Influenced by fanaticism and that was during another period
of fighting in G-aul* A barbarian chief had, by skill and
j
daring, managed to capture Caesar’s sword and proudly ex-
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=hlbited hla prise in a local temple* When his armies
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finally captured the town, Caesar refused to allow them to i
remove the sword because he looked upon it as being conse-
j
crated and holy* Whether this move was prompted by a desire
to impress hla gullible followers or whether it was Just
petty conceit is a questionable issue. According to Plu-
tarch, then, Caesar’s objective In life was honor and glory
and if an affectation of superstition were reulred to ob-
tain this end, he affected any means necessary, but
fundamentally, Caesar was not superstitious*
The resemblance between Shakespeare's Julius Caesar and
the Caesar of Jrlutarch's Lives is quite close, in fact some
lines are about identical* Caesar in Julius Caesar is his-
torically accurate in a very literal sense of the word.
Shakespeare exaggerated supers tltlous parts of Caesar's
make-up to add an air of mystery and suspense to tho play,
but he did not even imply the glamorous character which
Thornton Wilder shaped in The Ides of liarch * Self-
assurance was Caesar's outstanding characteristic and this
is enlarged to such an extent that it seems to be a vice*
This interpretation of Caesar, however, was made for the
sole purpose of appealing to the people* In the xullzabethan
Af^e when Shakespeare lived, people were brought up among
superstitious practices and unlucky omens. Caesar's ohar-
acter was deliberately puured into this mold for the purpose
of better understanding, and to add human interest to the
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play* Because only the had parts of his character are ex-
emplified in the ijeglnnlng of the play, Caesar seems to lack
the glory which is generally attributed to him. This is not
shown until later when he has been assassinated, oesidea
this fact, Shakespeare did not try to write a complete
character study of Caesar, he simply brushed the surface of
a complex personality with which much skepticism and con-
juring has been connected throughout history. According to
the play Caesar was superstitious and even narrow-minded,
but with all the evidence taken into consideration this
merely serves as another of Shakespeare’s mastery of play-
writing and does not cast a serfous reflection on Caesar's
character.
The Ides of i.aroh and Julius Caesar have one character-
istic in common and that 1s that neither were written for
historical reconstruction but for dramatic and literary
effect. In the Idea of Karoh Caesar becomes a hunan being,
not Just an illustrious character borrowed for a few days
from the pages of an old annal. His personality and true
genius are brought to life and the possibility of any super-
stition in his character la ridiculous. In a letter to a
friend Caesar is quoted as having said, "I have inherited
this burden of superstition and nonsense. I govern
innumerable men but must acknowledge that 1 am governed by
birds and thunderclaps.” The bane of Caesar's existence
was the superstition which constantly stood between him and
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and tl:ie people. His understanding and interest in
people was so anachronistic and Caesar's mental capacity so
beyond popular belief that this proved a serious barrier to
harmonious cc-ordinatlcn. Caesar could cope with prac-
tically any opposition but this widespread belief in the
supernatural against which he was powerless. At one time it
was said that Caesar wrote an edict abolishing the state
religion, not only because it would have driven supersti-
tion into even baser practices, because it would have dis-
rupted the social order, but he, himself, was uncertain.
The array of gods which were worshipped and honored at that
time were certainly not the minds controlling human exist-
ence, but Caesar felt some power beyond himself and was not
convinced of the justification in abolishing religion. Out-
lawing this witchcraft was not the answer, revealing its
shortcomings to the people was, but this tost was too pro-
digious even for Caesar. He may have been somewhat consoled
if he had some sympathy, someone who really understood his
problem but even the great "minds” of the day seemed to
accept this polytheistic magic with no outward signs of
resistance. "Our ancestors felt that the gods were watching
over them; our fathers lived to be admire’ of men; for
Caesar there are no gods and he is Indifferent to the
opinions of his fellow men.” This expresses Cicero's
feelings on the subject and was the point of view taken by
many of Caesar's contemporaries. According to Ihe ides of
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Act, Scene,
Page
Cassius
(his character by line reference)
Quotation
32
36
48-
51
58-
62
97-
100
104-
106
107-
108
Qualities
shown
1,2,50 Brutus, I do observe you now of late
I have not from your eyes that gentleness tact
And show of love as 1 was wont to have
You bear too stubborn and too strange a deceit
hand
Over your friend that loves you#
Then, Brutus, I have mistook your
passion: deceit
By means whereof this breast of mine hath
burled
Thoughts of great value, worthy cogita-
tions
Tell me, good Brutus, can you see your
face?
I have heard
Where many of the best respect in home deceit
Except immortal Caesar, speaking of Brutus
And groaning underneath this age's yolk.
Have wished the noble Brutus had his eyes
I was born free as Caesar; so were you:
Wo both have fed as well, and we both
Bndure the winter's cold as well as he:
Cassius *
theory of
equality
of all men
Upon the word, tells of
Accoutred as I was
,
I plunged In
,
former
And bade him follow: loyalty to
Caesar
And we did buffet it
With lusty sinews, throwing it aside courage
And ateoimlng it with hearts of controversy;
68
L

I, as Aeneas our great ancestor
Did from the flames of Troy upon his
shoulder
The old Anchlsea bear, so from the waves
of Tiber
Did I the tired Caesar;
Brutus and Caesar: what should be In
that Caesar?
Why should that name be sounded more
than yours?
No, Caesar hath It not: but you and I
And honest Casca, we have the falling
sickness
And when the cross blue lightning seemed
to open
The breast of heaven, I did present my-
self
Even in the very aim and flash of It.
You shall find
That heaven hath Infused them with these
spirits
To make them Instruments of fear and
warning
Unto some monstrous state.
Nor stony tower, nor walls of beaten
brass
Nor airless dungeon, nor links of iron,
Can be retentive to the strength of
spirit
But life, being weary of these worldly
bars
,
Never lacks power to dismiss Itself.
If I know this, know all the world
besides
,
That part of tyranny that 1 do bear
1 can shake off at pleasure.
former
loyalty
tact
self-
contempt
fearlessness
superstitious
belief that
the desire
for liberty
will rise
above any
boundary
;
he would
rather die
than be with
out it
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II, 1, 74
155- I think It Is not meet
160 Mark Antony, ,ao well loved of Caesar,
Should outlive Caesar; we shall find
of him
A shrewd contriver; and you know his
means,
If he Improve them, may well stretch
so far
As to annoy us all; which to prevent,
Let Antony and Caesar fall together.
understanding
of character
and foresight
III,1,
92
18-
22
Be sudden for we feeu? prevention.
Brutus, what shall be done? If
this be known,
Cassius or Caesar never shall turn
back.
For I will slay myself.
willingness to
die for his
cause
92- And leave us, Publius; lest that the not so power-
93 people ful that he
Rushing on us should do your age some forgets
mischief. another’s
health
101-
103 How many ages hence Realises the
Shall this lofty scene be acted over importance of
In states unborn and accents yet their actions
unknown
1
101- Why, he that cuts off twenty years of same as
102 life Caesar’s
Cuts off so many years of fearing philosophy
death
IV, 3, That you have wronged me doth appear quick to take
122 in this: offence
1-5 You have condem’d and noted Lucius
Pella
For taking bribes here of the Sardians
Wherein my letters, praying on his side.
Because I knew the man, were slighted off.
29- I’ll not endure it; you forget yourself tries to
32 To hedge me in; I am a soldier, I, scare off
Older in practice, abler than yourself Brutus
To make conditions.
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36 Hav© min<3 upon your health, tempt me
no further
I
quick temper
63- Do not presume too much upon my love; quick temper
64 I may do that I shall be sorry for.
93* Come, Antony, and youns Octavius come,
95 Revenge yourselves alone on Cassius,
For Cassius is aweary of the world:
he realizes
that their
well-made
plana are not
coming out well
150 - How * scaped I killing when I crossed
152 you so?
0 Insupportable and touching loss I
Upon what sickness
appreciation of
Brutus' self-
control
194- I have as much of this in act as you,
195 But yet my nature could not bear it so.
199 - 'Tis better that the enemy seek us:
205 3o shall he waste his means, weary his
soldiers, military
Doing himself offense; whilst we lying tact
still
Are full of rest, defence and humbleness
V,l. Antony,
137 The posture of your blows are yet
32- unknown;
35 But for your words, they rob the Hybla bees.
And leave them honeyless.
dislikes
Antony
for his
slyness
61-62 A peevish schoolboy, worthless of such tactful
honor,
Joined with a masker and a reveler.
75-
76 As Pompey was, am I compelled to set
Upon on© battle all our liberties
3,143
33- Com© down; behold no more.
0, coward that I am, to live so long.
To see my best friend taken before my
face.
realizes im-
portance of
battle
shameful of
his actions

34-
36 And when my face la cover'd as *tis now.
Guide thou the sword
Caesar, thou art revenged,
iiven with the sword that killed thee.
Instead of
being cap-
tured and
humiliated
by the vic-
tors, he
chooses
death.
Student's reference:
Harding, Helen i£, Julius Qaessr ( Noble and Noble
Publishers, Inc, ) 72 "Ifth Avenue, New York, N,Y,
1935, PP. 1-168,
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'Brutus, Come Home*I II
"Brutus I Brutus 1 come home! Please. What are you
doing?" Portia would cry out In her sleep nights following
the assassination of Caesar.
Portia's deep love and passionate devotion for her hus-
band made it extremely difficult for her to bear his long
and continued absence.
She had seen Brutus In such a worried state of mind be-
fore the assassination of Caesar that she knew he feared
what might happen afterwards.
She couldn't sleep and she stayed up nights wandering
around. She would eat hardly a thing, and became very thin
and pale.
Usually she was a very calm and self-contained woman,
but now It seemed as If she Just sat trembling and shouting
for days and days. "Brutus! Brutus! Come home to me! Are
you all right? Oh, my beloved Brutus! I can bear your
troubles with patience. Oh, Brutus!" she would yell, and
then fall Into a faint. Never did she cease asking the ser-
vants If they had heard anything of Brutus.
One su my day she was out walking with her maid when
she met a soothsayer, and begged him for news of Brutus,
and what had happened after the assassination. All the
soothsayer knew was that x^lark Antony and Octavius Caesar
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were rlaing against the conspirators and they would
probably fight toward the plains of Philippi. This
terrified Portia into a fit of madness.
Her takln^ of poison was not deliberately a self-
destruction SB was the fsshion. It occurred in a spasm of
madness brought about by the grief that Octavius and Mark
Antony had made themselves so strong, and the intense terror
and suspense of what had become of Brutus#
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CLASSROOM VISWS
Laboratory Period
Preparln<5 a Dramatization
I1
76
CLASSROOM VIEW
Brutus and Cassius
The Quarrel Scene
Listening to the Phonograph Records
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TODAY-
Direct from the Stage of the
FOLGER SHAKESPEARE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
in Washington, D. C.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc., Presents the
AMHERST COLLEGE MASQUERS
ON TELEVISION
in William Shakespeare's Immortal Play
JULIUS CAESAR
This wiD b€ the first time in America that this famous
masterpiece has been produced in true Elizabethan
manner. It commemorates the 385th anniversary, this
month, of William Shakespeare's birth.
TUNE IN 3:30-5:15 P.M., OVER WBZ-TV
# CHANNEL 4
m

College Classics CONTINUED
FOR TELEVISION a showing of Caesar was given with camera
on runway above audience. Program, which combined old and newest
show business, was sponsored by Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. (p.
in memory of theater donor Henry Folger, who was once Socony’s
” College
Classics*
IF£ MAGAZINE
olume XXVI
'lumber I5
11 11, 1949)
p* 132-134
78

A theater without an audience and actors is as forlorn as ^ nurssB
without children. For 17 years such a^theater was displayed ill the FoB
ger Library in Washington, D.C.—a beautiful little Elizabetbian pla™
house built to show what a theater in Shakespeare’s EnglaiJ around i
1600 really looked like (j). 134). But no play was ever presented there
until this spring when down from Amherst, Mass, trooped 50 mem-
bers of the Amherst College Masquers to do a gusty rendition df Shake-
PLOTTING AGAINST CAESAR, BRUTUS AND CASSIUS LOOKED LIKE HHIS THE SECOND BALCONY OF THE FOLGER SHAKESPEARE PLAYHOUSE
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